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Andriod Is Upping Their Game
on Wireless Headphones,
And It Could Be Huge
Not sure about your family, but my family lives and dies by
their wireless headphones. We use them to watch videos,
listen to music while working out, and to answer calls in
between. The audio connects back and forth easily between
devices without much thought.
What I didn't know, was that, using Bluetooth wireless
headphones for Android users way different and more
cumbersome. It wasn't until I came across a July 21, 2022
Digital Trends article, "Andriod is stealing one of the best
iPhone features for wireless headphones" written by Peter
Hunt Szpytek, had even occurred to me that a feature my
family would use everyday would make that much of a difference.
This intrigued me. "What iPhone feature of was Google trying to
emulate for Andriod users?" Since I'm in the business of
knowing technology, I had to learn more, so I could pass
this exciting news to others.

Audio Switching. Two words that I had never heard before.
A feature my family and many other iPhone users, have
enjoyed over the years, and frankly, taken for granted.
Audio switching has been easy, breezy audio technology
in my world, allowing me and other users have seamless
audio with Bluetooth wireless headphones while going from
one device to the next, like from a laptop to a phone. This
hasn't been the case for Andriod users.
-Continues on the back-
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Check out the back for latest in CommandIQ news!

-Continued from the frontGoogle is now expanding its Fast Pair technology to
incorporate audio switching. Fast Pair, launched
in 2017, has allowed Andriod users to pair 6.0 or
newer devices to a Fast Pair-able accessory for quick
and easy pairing without dealing phone settings.

Hey CommandIQ Users!
Here's a glimpse.

::COMING AUGUST 10TH::

What does this mean? Andriod users with newer
Bluetooth wireless earbuds will now be able to
go from watching a video on an Andriod tablet to
listening to their favorite tunes on their Andriod
phone, alerted by a notification request.

Verify your speed
with the app.
Date & time stamped with
the last bandwidth speed
test you ran.

Andriod's audio switching will rolled out to their Pixel
Buds Pro first, then will support in select Sony and
JBL wireless earbuds in the coming weeks.
Google has upped the audio game, as their newer
wireless earbuds will work across other brands of
devices with audio switching technology!
- Amy Ochs, Marketing

Knowing
what devices are Online
and what's Offline
even easier.

Surplus Vehicles for Sale by Sealed Bids

2012 Ford F150

Also helpful in keeping track
of who devices belong to.

118,760 miles
Valued at $15,291

2006 Chevrolet Van
121,267 miles

Valued at $11,268
Bids must be sealed and received
by 5 p.m. on Friday, August 26, 2022.
These vehicles are sold "As Is."
Mail or hand-deliver sealed bids to:
RC TECHNOLOGIES
Vehicle Name
Attn: Sealed Bid for ___________
205 Main Street, P. O. Box 197
New Effington, SD 57255
RC Technologies reserves the right to refuse all bids.

Need the majority of Internet,
during the day because you
Work from Home?
Want Video Streaming to take a
priority over someone's gaming?
Want Gaming a top priority?
Press and hold the labels (Work,
Video & Music, Gaming, Browsing, Files Transfers or P2P File
Sharing) to rearrange in an order
that suits you, highest priority
at top and lowest priority at
bottom.
Traffic Priority via CommandIQ app, is an
ExperienceIQ feature. Try free for 90 days.
Don't have the app?
Use It To Customize Your Wi-Fi. Download and Enjoy The App for Free!

